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Abstract - In recent years, the role of online social networking
in our everyday lives has expanded quickly. At present, it is
not only utilized for social communication, but also a vital
stage for trading data and news. Micro-blogging websites such
as Twitter, associates with a billions of users around the globe
allows to spread these kind of valid and unique information
i.e. news. Twitter has, in any case, not exclusively been
utilized for the spread of legitimate news, yet in addition
tricky and fake news. Detection of fake news in these blogs
has recently pulled in a growing interest from the overall
public and research scientists as the misinformation circulation
has been increases particularly in the social blogging sites.
Initially the ratio of these fake news is a bit low, but is
growing continuously at an alarming rate in the recent years.
This trend has created much interest from the academia to
politics and many other industries throughout the world. The
result of these fake news or spams are showing much
influence from educational, financial and politics and it
becomes a challenging issue for the researchers to avoid or
prevent the fake news by detecting the origin of these fake
news. Numerous data science communities are also focused on
it and reacted by taking some actions against these issues, such
as Kaggle “Fake News Challenge”, Facebook and Twitter
deployed AI to filter the fake posts or tweets from the user
channels. In this paper, we described about the challenges in
fake news detection along with recent machine learning
techniques developed for this purpose. Extracting the features
from the social blogs especially the top most microblogging
website i.e. twitter and the types of the features used to detect
the fake news are also presented in our paper. Additionally,
we also presented the various types of spam detection
methods.
Keywords—fake news, spam detection, tweet based spam
detection methods, supervised and unsupervised learning
methods.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Detection of fake information is a hot topic especially
concerning news industry and also in societal aspects with the
intension of evaluating the exactness of digital form of
information. Over social network sites the false information
will reach the society easily and attains real impacts in shortly

to mass people. Society related issues raised by the people
have able to tell which is fake and authentic. Anderson [1]
mentioned that youth are very much aware about technology
than their parents but to confirm whether that information is
fake or real the youth seem like they confused and 44% people
were confirmed it when research done by Common Sense
Media. In the same statistics report it was represented as 31%
of children who were having the age between 10-18 years are
sharing at least a story and then they realize that it was fake
one.
This leads to raise a completely new dimension related to the
digital awareness which will have the capability in accessing
and managing the technology. Along with the societal
challenges, there is considerable and modest situation
occurring in media concerns, the public circle and also
journalism industry that needs debate and examination
figuring out two important aspects [2]. The former one
depends on a fact that the news publishers lost their control on
news publishing to internet users by using some algorithms
which are obscure and not even predictable. Besides, the new
comers to the news market have created their presence by
grabbing those technologies. The later depends on increasing
the power of social media companies like Google, Apple,
Facebook and Amazon attained a control over what was
publishing to whom and how the publishing news is?
From the earlier context, to make online data as reliable is
challenging but digital information is spread by many parties
included in supporting to present data and in sharing the data
among people in Internet, browsers and social networking
sites. The concept of spreading of fake news has become more
prevalent that Media and Sport Committee is now
investigating the problems of users who are impacted with
such fake information [4]. As disclosed by Conroy [3]
detection of fake news can be defined as expecting the
chances of specific news publications are intended to mislead
the users. In this paper, we discussed the problem with the
spreading of fake news in present technical aspects and also
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discussed its emerging scope accordingly. Twitter is one of the
leading social media sites which make users to text or post
information up to 140 characters over a network known as
“Tweet”. In Twitter anyone can share their opinions, ideas and
so on [5]. As per Twitter, it has approximately 320 million
users are actively doing nearly 500 million tweets i.e., 350,000
tweets per minute in everyday [6]. Twitter displays the list
which includes the topics which are mostly discussed in a
specific time and it is called as “Trending Topics (TT)”. This
enables users to be aware about many trendy topics that are
posting in Twitter. If user wants to mention the Tweet’s topic
he can use “#” character which is known as “Hashtag” so that
one can easily track the topic on their interest. Twitter
instantly reflects valuable events in real-time.
The structure of Twitter allows real time search systems and
mining real time tweets to know what’s happening in world in
less time [7]. Sentiment analysing services are able to
conclude the topics posted in Twitter [8]. Those services
become successful when there is proper filtering of Spam from
legal users. Customers prefers Twitter to know the people’s
perception regarding buying the products. In the same manner,
companies uses Twitter to evaluate user satisfaction levels
about their products [9]. This paper majorly contributes are
summarized here. Twitter features which are utilized in spam
detection by discussing their effectiveness, a detailed review
regarding techniques of spam detection in Twitter are
discussed along with its advantages and disadvantages as well,
recent features of a Twitter that are not being used under spam
detection methods those are used in spam detection are
presented, Twitter features which are outdated that usually
used by the spam detection methods in the study are also
presented. According to authors [11], the framework of
Twitter spam detection is show in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Twitter Spam detection framework.
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II.

ROLE OF MACHINE LEARNING

Machine Learning (ML) retrieves information from huge data
repositories and performs prediction. In this the machines are
capable of learning by the data which is trained and those
machines are developed so as to use some algorithms by
which it is able to make its self-decisions and yields the output
to user. It is said to be the sub part of AI (Artificial
Intelligence). Currently ML is used for critical data
classification and also for decision making. In short, ML is the
generation of paradigms which allows learning and decision
making by the system itself. It is engaged with certain
computing tasks where the design and coding of algorithms
are not practical. Some of the instances of applications like
filtering Spams .OCR (Optical Character Recognition), web
browsers, Computer Vision and so on [12].
Machine learning is one of the research domains which
usually concentrate on conceptual aspects, performance and
the algorithms including the learning system properties. This
ML domain constituted from various types of domains like AI
(Artificial Intelligence), information and optimization
theoretical aspects, statistics and some other fields of Science,
Engineering and Mathematics. The implementation of
machine learning is done on extensively and covered almost
every scientific related fields which brought greater influence
over science and societal aspects. The paradigm of ML used
on multiple diversified issues such as recommender systems,
mining the data and Informatics, self-control systems. In
general, the machine learning domain is categorized into three
sub fields. Those are Supervised Learning, Unsupervised
Learning and Reinforcement Learning.
Supervised learning needs trained data that is labelled. It
contains inputs and required outputs. But for Unsupervised
learning there will be no need of having labelled data to train
instead it requires inputs but no required outcomes.
Reinforcement learning needs feedback which is obtained by
interactions from outer world. In order to deal with the data
tasks there proposed many application services and techniques
[13]. It is done based on the above stated three learning
algorithms. For instance, Google implements ML paradigms
to obtain huge data from Internet to Google translator, image
search engine and so on. Another important method here is
that Outlier detection, which is one of primary issues related to
data mining. Outlier is a type of pattern that differs from other
patterns in a data set. This method is almost related research
domain of data mining. The outliers those come early are
treated as noisy information [14]. The outlier detection is very
useful in some situations such as fraud finding on credit cards,
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identifying intrusions in computer and illegal access and so
on.
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Later as one more input raises and is checked with its K
nearest neighbors. The k value chooses to be odd for more
time since in some cases the even one’s has same distribution
of class. Hence it is not easy to decide a class with dissimilar
labels.
In unsupervised learning, there will no availability of
labelled or training information but there will be some
unordered information and we gave an attempt to cluster those
depending on data. If this data is showing some similarities
then the clustering is done by behavior and also similarities.
That is to say we are trying to convert unlabeled data to
labelled data. The best example of unsupervised learning is K
means.

Figure 2: Types of Machine Learning techniques
III.

LEARNING METHODS

Supervised machine learning is specialized for algorithms
generation which can yield general structures and concept
through externally provided instances and forecast the
upcoming instances. The intension of supervised learning is to
classify the data from existing data. It examines and works
with the training information and with that analysis it attempts
to finalize a function which is utilized in mapping the recent
instances. The leaning paradigm is able to perform conception
through training information for further situations in future
with best.
3.1 Naïve Bayes Classifier
Naïve Bayes classifiers comprises of labelled datasets, with
those we tried to train the information i.e., examine the
available probability of various class labels of the system. But
before this we try to evaluate the posterior probability where
we just tried to examine the fresh data probability to which it
is required to derive a class label through the objects that are
nearer to it. After evaluating both we attempt to integrate those
in end.
3.2 Decision Trees
The purpose of Decision trees is do classification by decision
making. Here a tree is generated and comprises of multiple
branches and those branches results various class labels. If this
label compromises the class property then that label is
allocated to that input variable.
3.3 K-NN Nearest neighbors
The algorithm of K-NN nearest neighbor comprises of
predefined class labels which are used to train the system.

3.4 K-Means
The algorithm of K-means works like clustering. We
integrated the unordered information into groups/clusters.
These will have same criteria and same behavior as well. In kmeans paradigm it is needed to have some k-centroids. Kcentroid is group of classes which are essential to partition the
information in and later we tried to partition the unlabeled
information to their nearer centroid labels. We also estimated
the belonging distance and update the position of centroid and
just repeat the same step again till that centroid reach its
destination.
In Reinforcement Learning, we must be aware of the term
reinforcement. It means the outcome of strengthen behavior so
that it is able to do better than before. Learning on that basis is
called as Reinforcement learning. Some of the examples of
Reinforcement learning are Markov decision process, MonteCarlo approximation problem and so on.
3.5 Markov Decision Process
In the process of Markova decision model, some of the
considerations are to be taken into sight such as a state which
we are in, action that is going to perform and a state that
results when that action performs. Markov in the Markova
decision model represents only current details which is not
regarding with past things. Another factor must be taken into
sight is reward.
3.6 MONTELCARLO Approximation
It is the process of things approximation by using samples and
an expectation is that many of the things relates to machine
learning, hence the approximation of expectation results
Monte Carlo approximation. This depends on odd experiment
to get numerical outputs.
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IV.

RELATED WORK

The data reliability can be defined with different words like
trustworthiness, credibility, fairness, accuracy and so on.
Many machine learning methods are used during research to
evaluate the reliability of a Tweet message. Fake news enables
the people to believe those easily with their false beliefs.
Whenever someone post some message in Twitter it rapidly
reaches to mass people. No matter what whether the published
information is genuine or fake but people will believe those
and it leads to confusion to know which is real and which is
not. It is hard to classify. Anyways the fake news publishing
will greatly influences the people’s lives and also their safety.
Many research processes uses sentiment analysis and
classification of emotions to find the fake information but it
relies on the language in which that message is posted.
The data reliability can be defined with different words like
trustworthiness, credibility, fairness, accuracy and so on.
Many machine learning methods are used during research to
evaluate the reliability of a Tweet message. Fake news enables
the people to believe those easily with their false beliefs.
Whenever someone post some message in Twitter it rapidly
reaches to mass people. No matter what whether the published
information is genuine or fake but people will believe those
and it leads to confusion to know which is real and which is
not. It is hard to classify. Anyways the fake news publishing
will greatly influences the people’s lives and also their safety.
Many research processes uses sentiment analysis and
classification of emotions to find the fake information but it
relies on the language in which that message is posted.
There exists considerable concept for research is Machine
Learning techniques to detect deception, most of those
concentrated in doing classification of online reviews and
posts which are publicly available. In particular these methods
are useful in grouping with highly complicated methods of
analysis. Specifically, Deep Syntax analysis including
Probabilistic Context Free Grammars (PCFG) is shown to be
particularly valuable in combination with n-gram methods.
Under this section, we presented Twitter features and how it
deals with the spams.
4.1 Features of Twitter
Twitter allows accounts to “Follow” other accounts which one
can put interest on. In contrary, the interaction between the
users in Twitter is bi-directional instead of one way
communication. A user can hit a “like” otherwise he can
“Retweet (RT)” the same tweet to his followers. In the
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following figure, we can see how the interaction will be
between the users in Twitter. Every user can login to Twitter
with unique username and he can post the tweets by referring
some other Twitter user with a special character “@” called as
a “mention” in the Twitter. Users can instantly get notify
whenever somebody hits like or do retweets or mention.

Figure 3: Relationship between users in Twitter
One more Twitter feature is to allow users in creating a
public/private lists based on their interest and can group other
users who are with the similar interests [15-17].In the same
way, there is a possibility to manage those lists by including or
removing the users in them and it is only done by the user who
is an owner. The lists which are subscribed by the users are
classified as “subscribe to” whereas the lists in which the user
added by that owner are classified as “member of” and is
shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Relationships between the lists and users
Twitter uses both the services provided by manually and
computerized to give spam free environment. In twitter the
manual services enables the users to report on spammers
through their profile details. The approaches which belong to
manual will consume more time and is unable to recognize
spammers completely among mass people.
Twitter considers different factors like (1) posting fake
information on many accounts or several fake news on single
account, (2) to follow or unfollow many accounts in short
time, (3) having many spam complaints on an account, (4)
instantly hits on like, follow and retweets (5) posting harmful
links (6) posting tweets which are not related to current
aspects[18]. The Twitter Spam detection features are classified
into three categories. Those are (1) Features based on
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Yes

Table 2: Tweet based spam detection features.
Can user be
Feature
Description
controlled?
Sender
who sends tweets
Yes
Mentions(@)
Used in tweets
Yes
Hashtags(#)
Used in tweets
Yes
Link
Used in the tweet.
Yes
Number of likes that a
Likes
No
tweet has.
Number of Retweets
No
Retweets(RTs)
that a tweet has.
Replies received by a
Replies
No
tweet.
Date when the tweet is
Sent date
Yes
sent.
Place where the tweet
Place
Yes
posted

Yes

Table 3: Graph Based features

Account. (2) Features based on tweets and (3) Interaction
between a sender and receiver. Each of the above categories
are discussed in the below.
1. Features based on Account
The Spammers are identified through analyzing theirs’ details
provided in Twitter account which contains some essentials
and are listed in the Table 1. Since some of them can be
controlled by the user whereas some other cannot be
controlled by the user [19].
Table 1: Account based spam detection features.
Feature

Description

User name
Profile picture
Theme colour
Date of birth
Home page
Place
Date of creation
Total Tweets
Following

Unique identifier of
account
Display picture of
account.
The choice of theme
colour of account.
Birth date information
of account
Account’s web page
Location
The date when account
created.
Number of tweets that
account has.
Total number of
accounts that account
follows.
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Can user be
controlled?

Feature

Yes

Distance

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No

2. Features based on Tweets
Spammers always tend to post some unwanted tweets to have
people’s attention. Those spammers can be recognized by
analyzing the tweets they posted. It is essential to reduce spam
tweets and the users must be provided an environment where
there are no spams. It is an objective of Twitter. Every tweet
comprises of the data and is listed in Table 2.
3. Graph-based Features
Twitter is said as a network of users where a user associates
with the Tweets. This can be represented in the form of a
graph. In that graph, users and the tweets are represented
through nodes whereas the links between them represents the
relationship. By generating a graph for representing the users
along with their interactions we can evaluate the occurrences
of spams based on the distance between tweet’s sender and
mentions. The Table 3 the featured related to that graph are
listed.

Connectivity
V.

Description
Shortest path length
between the users
Connection strength

Can user be
controlled?
No
No

TWITTER SPAM DETECTION METHODS

Under this section, Twitter spam detection techniques are
discussed. The proposed methods are classified into four
methods. They are (A) Account-based spam detection
methods, (B) tweet-based spam detection methods, (C) graph
based spam detection methods, and (D) hybrid spam detection
methods.
5.1 Account-based Spam Detectıon Methods
These methods rely on the listed features in Table 1. Lin and
Huang [20] recommended an approach for Twitter spam
recognition based on two features. 1. URL rate which
mentions the ratio of tweets count with URL in total tweets. 2.
Interaction rate that states ratio of count of tweets which are of
interacting among total tweets count.
5.2 Tweet-based spam detection methods
These methods are on the basis of features of tweet that are
listed in the Table 2. The approaches to filter URLs uses
crawlers either static or dynamic to examine recently found
URLs. Besides to detect malicious URLs they will use URL
otherwise website blacklist. These models use various features
like URL and DNS information, redirections of URLs
including source code (HTML). While spam detection some of
the features are taken into sight like URLs length and domain
details, brands involved in URLs, misuse of URL aliasing and
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so on. A filter called Prophiler [21] uses the techniques of
static analysis for detecting the harmful data of website. The
Prophiler’s features are considered from (1) Website’s HTML
information like elements count within a specific region,
elements count in malicious data, and count of involved
URLs. (2) JavaScript related code like ratio of key-words to
words, shellcode existence probability and number of DOM
updating functions and (3) URL which is relatively closed like
few of malicious URL patterns, existence of sub domains
otherwise IP addresses in the URLs.
5.3 Graph-based Spam Detection Methods
These methods are on the basis of features of tweet that are
listed in the Table 2. Song et al. [29] evaluated distance and
relationship among sender tweets and also mentions. The
distance is defined by the shortest path length between a
sender’s tweets and mentions whereas connectivity is defined
by the interaction between the users. The methods use
graphical representation to describe Twitter’s features with
nodes and the edges. Graph models are the best way to
represent the data related to interconnectivity otherwise
topology. Hence graphs are generally used by the social
networking sites like Twitter, Facebook which majorly created
over users, concepts and interactions which are bi-directional.
Even though it gives best performance regarding accurate rate
and consideration to filter spam from the legitimate users,
these are provided in hybrid spam detection methods because
they are integrated with the other methods for spam detection.
5.4. Hybrid Spam Detection Methods
These methods use the combination of spam detection
methods discussed in earlier sub sections so that to give highly
robust methods for the same that evaluates the probability
spam detection in all the way. Gao et al [24] suggested an
approach on the basis of profile of tweet’s sender,
communication history, group size, and time interval on
average, tweet’s URLs on average. Chen et al [25] provided a
real-time spam detection method for Twitter on the basis of 12
insignificant features that extracted from dataset comprising
about 6.5 million spam tweets. The tweet-based based features
of the proposed method are words count in every tweet, the
count of URLs per every word, how many number of words,
characters, hash tags, mentions, URL are used to tweet. Chu et
al. [26] proposed a method to classify Twitter accounts as
manual, bot and Cyborg based on both the account and tweet
based features. For this classification they used the features
are ratio of tweets count that includes URLs, ratio of count of
followers to friends and so on. Amleshwaram et al. [27]
introduced a hybrid Twitter spam detection method on the
basis of both the account and tweet-based features.
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VI. CONCLUSION
Twitter is a well-known micro-blogging site where people can
post something in short. The popularity captures the attention
of spammers who are intended to spread malicious content
through tweets. So to provide spam free environment in
Twitter we must filter the spammers from the legitimate users.
In this paper we have discussed role of machine learning and
its sub categories in spam detection. We have explained the
methods to extract the features from these micro blogging
websites, which are very useful to detect the fake news or
spam messages. Also explained the significance of deep
leaning in the context of spammers filtering. We also depicted
the features of spam detection in twitter along with their
classification. We also, presented the twitter based fake
detection methods along with the issues involved in such
method. In this paper we mainly concentrated on the recent
methods to detect the fake news and the scope of it in the
current research and will come up with algorithms to improve
the fake detection results in our next work.
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